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Abstra t
This report presents a method of dete ting bran hing stru ture,
su h as blood vessels from retinal images, using a Gaussian Intensity model. Features are modelled with a Gaussian fun tion parameterised by position, orientation and varian e within some spatial window. Multiple features are modelled using a superposition of Gaussian
models. A non-parametri lassi er (k-means) is used to luster omponents orresponding to ea h feature. Two di erent groups of images
are used to test the methodology: arti ial images and images of the
human retina.
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Introdu tion

Line, orner and bran h dete tion in digital images is widely used in many
omputer vision appli ations su h as image registration, obje t re ognition
and motion analysis. We are interested in using su h methods for medi al
image segmentation (e.g. blood vessel dete tion in retinal images).
The dete tion and measurement of blood vessels an be used as part of
the pro ess of automated diagnosis of disease [1℄. Thus a reliable method of
dete ting blood vessel stru ture in 2D or 3D tomographi images is needed.
The interse tions of the blood vessels reate jun tions or orners whi h are
important dominant points for the whole stru ture sin e the information
about a shape is on entrated at them.
Broadly speaking, orner dete tion te hniques an be lassi ed into two
major ategories. The rst of these is boundary-based approa hes that use
pre-segmented ontours (eg. [2℄), while the se ond is based on the analysis of
the raw gray-level data (eg. [3℄).
In the ase of boundary-based orner dete tion, the image is rst presegmented. The Canny edge dete tor and zero- rossing methods are ommonly used to extra t the boundaries en ountered [4℄. Some methods then
use a linking strategy to form hain odes. If a point at the obje t boundary
makes dis ontinuous hanges in dire tion or the urvature of the boundary is above some ertain threshold, then that point is de lared as a orner
point [5℄. Algorithms have been developed to dete t orners along the boundary by measuring the eigenvalues of ovarian e metri s to lo ate the orner
point [2℄. Other resear hers have extended the Hough Transform to nd
points of high lo al urvature from the edge pixels. This is done by a umulating positions of `lo alisation' points in the Hough spa e, ie. for ea h edge
pixel, a lo alisation point (similar to the entre of the radius of urvature) is
omputed by moving a ertain distan e away from the edge pixel orthogonal
to the edge dire tion. Corners are then lo ated by using the interse tions
of the lo alisation points [6℄. The main weakness of all these approa hes is
that the performan e of orner dete tion relies on the su ess or failure of
the pre-segmentation step.
Gray-level orner dete tion methods an be divided into two groups: template based and geometry-based. A template based orner dete tor uses the
similarity between a given template of a spe i angle and the image data in
a sub-window to nd the orners [7℄. Unfortunately, be ause of the omplexity of all possible orner stru tures, it is impossible to design templates whi h
an des ribe all situations and thus errors are inevitable. For geometry-based
1

approa hes, many of the algorithms use gradient information to lo ate orner positions. The produ t of gradient magnitude and the rate of hange
of gradient dire tion ( urvature) with gradient magnitude are both used to
measure the ' ornerness'. A orner is de lared if the ` ornerness' is above
ertain threshold and the pixel is also nominally an edge point [8℄ [3℄. Sin e
these measures depend on se ond order di erentials of the image, the algorithm is sensitive to noise. Furthermore, these approa hes are only able to
dete t step-edge orners and do not address the problem of line jun tions.
Some resear hers have ombined s ale-spa e theory with the measuring of
lo al urvature to dete t jun tion points [1℄ [9℄, where the signal is smoothed
by onvolution with Gaussian kernels of di erent width, then the lo al urvatures are tra ked through di erent s ales to lo alise the orner point.
In this paper, we use a multiple resolution strategy di erently exploiting
from Wilson's work [10℄ and is spe ially aimed at nding bran h stru tures of
blood vessel in medi al retinal images. A Gaussian intensity model is used to
represent simple linear stru tures and the Multiresolution Fourier Transform
(MFT) [10℄ [11℄ is also used to estimate parameters of the model.
The report is organised as follows: In se tion 2, the Gaussian model and
the algorithm of feature estimation is presented. Se tion 3 is devoted to the
feature re onstru tion and hypothesis testing. Se tion 4 reviews the main
steps in a general methodology for a s ale spa e algorithm whi h is adapted
to the jun tion dete tion problem. For a more detailed des ription about
s ale-spa e representation see [1℄ [9℄ [12℄ and [13℄. Experimental results and
dis ussion are presented in Se tion 5. Con lusions and ideas on how to extend
the algorithm follow in Se tion 6.
2
2.1

Lo al Linear Feature Estimation
A Gaussian Intensity Feature Model

If an ideal linear feature is windowed by a smooth fun tion w(), it an be
regarded as a 2-dimensional Gaussian fun tion [14℄, examples of whi h are
shown in Figure 1.
The 2-dimensional Gaussian fun tion an be written in the form:
G(~
x)

= (2 )
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where ~x is the spatial o-ordinate, ie.
~
x

= (x; y )T

(2)

is the mean ve tor and the ovariane matrix C= RT V R, where V
x21 0
, R is the rotation
is the diagonal matrix of varian es, V =
0 y21


os() sin()
,  is the angle to the x-axis. Figure 2
matrix, R =
sin() os()
illustrates the meaning of the parameters used in the model.
Be ause of the omplexity of real images, the model learly an not be
used to represent the whole image. However, it an be used on a small part
of the image su h as an image blo k of size N  N . In another words, we
an split the image into a set of blo ks with di erent sizes, then try to t the
model in ea h region individually.
To estimate the parameters of our model, namely [~; , x1 2 , y1 2 ℄, a
Windowed Fourier Transform is applied in ea h blo k before the feature
extra tion pro ess:
and
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where ~! is the frequen y o-ordinate,
!
~

= (u; v )T

(4)

and w(x~0 ~x) is a window fun tion used to lo alise the signal. In this
work, a osine square fun tion is used for w().
Figure 3 shows the magnitude spe tra of the windowed Fourier transform
at di erent levels, ie. using a di erent s ale window. For regions ontaining
a single feature, the orresponding spe tral energy lies orthogonal to the
spatial orientation. For more ompli ated regions like bran h points, there
is a superposition of energies having a less lear DFT stru ture.
2.1.1

Feature Centroid estimation

If it is assumed that there is only a single feature in one blo k, the position
of the feature, i.e. the distan e of its entre from the origin with respe t to
the origin of the image plane, is linearly related to the phase spe trum [15℄.
Denoting the phase by (~!), the DFT an be represented as
3

= jG(~!)jexp[ j(~!)℄
(5)
where G(~!) is the Fourier transform of the spatial image. For a single linear
feature, the phase spe trum, (~!), an be modelled as
G(~
!)

(~
!) =



(6)
where ~ is the entroid ve tor and an be al ulated by taking the partial
derivatives of the phase in ea h of the dire tions. In the dis rete ase, by
taking the di eren e in phase between neighbouring oeÆ ients, the entroid
ve tor of spatial position an be estimated as:

where
2.1.2
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is the sampling interval.

Orientation

The MFT blo k whi h was modelled with Gaussian intensity pro les may
be onsidered as having energy in an ellipse, entred on the origin. From
Borisenko and Tarapovs' work [16℄, a moment of inertia tensor T an be
al ulated using the energy spe trum in pla e of mass,
T

=

T

=



T00 T01
T10 T11



X ~!!~ T E^ (~!)

jj~!jj

(9)
(10)

where N is the size of the blo k, the fa tor jj~!jj is used to redu e the
greater emphasis to energy further away from the origin. E^ (~!) is the normalised energy at a given point (u; v ) in the blo k, ie.
^ (~!)
E

=

jE (u; v)j
Esum

where Esum is the sum of the energy value in the blo k.
4

(11)

The major and minor axes of the ellipse are represented by the eigenve tors of the matrix. Sin e the orientation of maximum energy on entration,
 , is de ned as the orientation of the major axis of the ellipse, it is indi ated
by the dire tion of the eigenve tor, ~e1 , whi h is asso iated with the largest
eigenvalue, 1 , i.e.
T ~e1

where ~e1 is de ned as

= 1~e1

(12)

= (e10 ; e11 )T
The orientation an then be obtained from
e11
^ = ar tan(
)

(13)

~e1

(14)

e10

2.2

Multiple Linear Feature Estimation

If more than one linear feature is presented in a blo k, in order to perform
the estimation, it is ne essary to segment the spe trum into omponents orresponding to ea h feature. The omplete spe trum of the region is modelled
as the sum of the spe trum of ea h luster:
G(~
!)

= jG(~!)jexp[

j(~
! )℄ =

K
X
l=1

jGl (~!)jexp[

jl (~
! )℄

(15)

The use of the multiple linear feature model allows regions ontaining jun tion points or orners.
A partitioning method, K-means, is applied to separate the regions whi h
are ontributions from di erent features. K-means is an unsupervised, nonhierar hi al lustering method, whi h is widely used in a number of image
pro essing appli ations [17℄ [18℄. It is an iterative s heme whi h attempts
to both improve the estimation of the mean of ea h luster, and re- lassify
ea h sample to the losest luster. Firstly, it pi ks randomly sele ted initial
seeds whi h are equal to the required number of lusters. Next, ea h omponent is examined and assigned to one of the lusters, depending on the
minimum distan e. The entroid's position of ea h luster is re al ulated at
ea h iteration until no more omponents are hanging lass.

1. Initialise k = 2 or k = 3 lasses, hoosing k pixels' oordinates as
initial entroids at random from the image. Make sure that the pairwise
distan e between the k distan e is large enough.
5

2. Using the phase gradient ~i;j , onvert ea h phase spe trum oeÆ ient
into a spatial ve tor P~i;j . The sampling interval is N where N represents the size of the window. The spatial position is al ulated by
2

~i;j
P

=

N~

2 i;j

(16)

Then, ompare the distan e between ea h pixel and ea h lass entre
and assign oeÆ ient to the lass to whi h it is losest.
3. Re al ulate the entroid for ea h lass.
4. Repeat from step 2 until the movement of lass entre is lower than a
ertain threshold tm (we use tm = 2 for 128  128 image).
Di erent olours are used in Figure 4 to show the lustering approa h
of the K-means algorithm in given window whi h ontain 2 and 3 features.
After lassifying the omponents belonging to ea h feature, the parameters
of ea h feature an be individually estimated using equations (5){(14).
After the parameters of Gaussian model orresponding to ea h feature
have been estimated, the orner points, q (~x) an be lo alised as the interse tion of ea h feature, denoted as Al;m , i.e. 8~x 2 Al \ Am where i 6= j and
Al;m 2 [A1 ; A2 ; A3 ℄.
3

Re onstru tion and Hypothesis Testing

3.1

Feature Re onstru tion

If it is possible to synthesis the lo al spe trum using the estimated parameters, the feature model an be re onstru ted. Some resear hers [19℄ [20℄ have
used the magnitude spe trum derived from the data and the estimated phase
spe trum to generate the synthesised spe trum. In this paper, we use both
the estimated phase and magnitude spe trum to re onstru t the model. Sin e
the eigenvalues, denoted L1 ; L2 al ulated previously, are inversely related to
ovarian e matrix C 0 , from
C 0 = RT V 0 R
(17)
where

V0

=

2
p
N L2 0
2
p
0
N L1

6

!
(18)

the synthesised spe trum, G~ (~! ), an be generated using the model parameters,
~ (~!) = jG0 (~! )jexp[ j (0 (~! )℄
G
(19)
where the estimated phase spe trum, 0 (~!), is given by
0 (~
!)

and

= 0 (!~i ) + 0 (!~j )
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=[

0 (!j )
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X^
!
~

(20)

(!j )^(!j +1 ) ℄ !j



(21)
(22)

By taking an inverse DFT of G~ (~!) $ Y 0 (~x), the model re onstru tion
an be dire tly ompared with the data, Y (~x) to test the goodness of t.
3.2

Hypothesis testing

On e the parameters have been estimated, the a ura y of the hypothesis is
he ked and the most t model should be used to represent the orresponding
data. In this work, we apply a probabilisti approa h to test the model t.
The probability that a synthesised data Y~ 0 ts the original data Y~ is denoted
as P (GK jY~ ), where GK ; K = 1; 2; 3 represents the hypothesis model, ie.
Gk

= GK (k ; Ck ; k)

(23)

As noted in [21℄, there are several kinds of algorithms whi h ould be
used for the feature mat hing. The most ommonly-used is the inner produ t
method. Given the model, a likelihood of the data an be approximated by

j

~ GK )
P (Y

=

Y0
jjY jjjjY 0jj
Y

(24)

whi h is simply a normalised inner produ t of the data with the estimated
model. It is lear that when the synthesised spe trum is exa tly the same as
real spe trum, the value of P will be maximum and equal to 1. The more
a urate the re onstru tion P ! 1 measuring how well the feature model ts
the a tual data is used in a given region.
The above method an be applied for K = 1; 2 and 3 features hypothesis in ea h blo k of the image, then using the estimated parameters, the
7

orrelation result, Pk , an be obtained respe tively. If none is bigger than a
ertain threshold, denoted as tr , the blo k is onsidered as not ontain any
likely model, Gk . Otherwise, the hypothesis with the maximum orrelation
results, Pmax , hosen from P (Y~ jGK ), gives Gmax as the best feature model
for the region. Figure 5 is an overview of the algorithm.
4

S ale-Spa e representation

The basi idea behind s ale-spa e representation is to separate out information at di erent s ales [12℄. Any image an be embedded in a one-parameter
family representation whi h derived by onvolving the original image F (~x)
with Gaussian kernels of in reasing varian e t.
S (~
x; t)

= F (~x)  G (~x; t)

(25)

where G (~x; t) denotes the Gaussian kernel whi h an be written as

G (~x; t) = 21t e

x21 +x22
2t

(26)

Under this representation, for a 2D image, the multi-s ale spatial derivatives an be de ned as
x; t)
S~xn (~

= F (~x)  G~xn (~x; t)

(27)

where G~xn denotes a derivative of some order n.
After the whole sta k of images is obtained, we an then extra t orners
at di erent s ales. As stated in Kit hen's work, the orner an be dete ted by
measuring the urvature of level urves, i.e. the hange of gradient dire tion
along an edge ontour. One of the spe ial hoi e is to multiply the urvature
by the gradient magnitude raised to the power of three [9℄, whi h is:
k

= Sx22 Sx21

2Sx1 Sx2 Sx1 x2 + Sx21 Sx22

(28)

One implementation result of this algorithm is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows an original retina image as well as the images whi h have
been smoothed by onvolution with Gaussian kernels of di erent widths.
The result of 50 strongest orner response k2 after applying equation (28) is
presented in Figure 6(b).
8

5

Experimental Results and Dis ussion

The re onstru tion results and de ision algorithm were tested using several
syntheti and real images. Figure 7, 8, 9 show the re onstru tion results
and the orrelation values Pk of arti ial images for ea h hypothesis. In
gure 7(a), there is only one feature in the blo k. We an see that the
maximum orrelation value P1 is derived from one feature hypothesis, whi h
is the best tted model. Similarly, on two and three features respe tively in
gure 8(a), 9(a), it an be seen that maximum orrelation values are both
from the best tted hypothesis.
Results for ea h hypothesis on a real retinal image are illustrated at different s ales in gure 10, 11, 12. In gure 10(b), 11(b), 12(b), one feature
hypothesis is used at di erent s ales, (eg. 64  64, 32  32 and 16  16). Similarly, results from two features and three features hypothesises are shown in
gure 10( )(d); 11( )(d); 12( )(d). The last image of gure 10, 11, 12 show
the results from hoosing the best t model based on the orrelation testing
in ea h blo k.
A syntheti image of the basi omponents of a blood vessel, shown in
gure 13, was used to test the algorithm at di erent s ales: (64  64 and
32  32). The regions whi h ontain a orner are emphasised based on the
de ision model, i.e if two or three features hypothesis was used in the blo k,
the geometri interse t of these features ould then be found. The size of
the ir les in Figure 13 re e ts the dete tion s ale. It an be seen that the
regions in luding jun tion points are labelled a urately.
In gure 14, the same test algorithm as used in gure 13, is applied
to \pi k up" the regions whi h may ontain a orner or jun tion point in
a real retinal image. Comparing the result whi h was given in gure 6,
we an on lude that using the Gaussian model a greater number of the
jun tion points or orners are dete ted than by the method of urvature
measuring. The urvature method fails to nd many of the bran hes at
small s ales, although this ould perhaps be improved by parameter tuning.
Our estimator, however, is still a e ted by the noise and the omplexity in
the real image so some failures or false-positives o ur in the retinal image
as it does not attempt to ombine information a ross s ales. Also, it does
not distinguish between true jun tions and points of high urvature.

9

6

Con lusions and Further work

This work uses and extends the ideas previously presents by Davies, Wilson
and Calway [19℄ [22℄. Its main ontribution is that we apply a superposition
of Gaussian models and use a synthesised magnitude to re onstru t the data.
This allows us to derive a likelihood, P (Y~ jGK ), to sele t a model Gk , whi h
models a jun tion with K = 1; 2; 3 bran hes. By using an expli it Gaussian
intensity model to represent linear features with some width, it gives us a
simple representation of linear and bran hing stru tures like blood vessels in
medi al images. The model and estimation readily extends to 3D [23℄.
The algorithm has been tested on both syntheti ( lean) images and real
(noisy) images. We ompared our results against a s ale spa e s heme [1℄ [9℄.
The results, shown in Figure 13 and 14, demonstrate that the jun tion points
an be orre tly dete ted in an arti ial image. However, due to the in uen e
of the noise, lo alisation errors still exist for real data.
This approa h is still in its initial stages. The next step is to onsider
some ways of simultaneous tting super-posed models to redu e the e e ts
of noise to get better a ura y of the lo alisation [14℄. Another development
would be generalising the model in luding a lassi er in order to expli itly
label the jun tion. Furthermore, a neighbourhood linking strategy to tra k
vessels between the bran h point ould be employed to extra t the entire tree
stru ture. We model the data over a range of window sizes so a s ale-sele tion
strategy ould be usefully applied to on rm/sele t a hypothesis [17℄.
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=4

(a)S ale-spa e Representation (b)50 strongest jun tion response k2

Figure 1: S ale spa e representation and Jun tion response at di erent
s ale(The size of the ir les re e t the dete tion s ales)
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(a) Original
Image

(b) Windowed
Model

( ) Original
Image

(d) Windowed
Model

Figure 2: Examples of a Gaussian Intensity Model for linear features
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Figure 3: Parameters of Gaussian Model G(~x)
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(a) Original Image

(b) Windowed Fourier transform
for N = 64 blo k sizes

( ) Windowed Fourier transform
for N = 32 blo k sizes

(d) Windowed Fourier transform
for N = 16 blo k sizes

Figure 4: Windowed Fourier transform of a example retinal image (a)
showing DFT Magnitude Spe tra at di erent s ales (b); ( ); (d).
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(a) Original Image

(b) Classi ed Region
(2nd Iteration)

( ) Classi ed Region
(4th Iteration)

(d) Original Image

(e) Classi ed Region
(2nd Iteration)

(f) Classi ed Region
(4th Iteration)

Figure 5: Clustering Approa h using K-means (Di erent olour represents
the omponents belong to ea h feature in frequen y domain.)
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Figure 6: Hypothesis testing algorithm

(a) Original
Image

(b) 1 feature
hypothesis

( ) 2 feature
hypothesis

Figure 7: Estimation result for ea h hypothesis
0:95
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P1

(d) 3 feature
hypothesis

= 0:97; P2 = 0:89; P3 =

(a) Original
Image

(b) 1 feature
hypothesis

( ) 2 feature
hypothesis

Figure 8: Estimation result for ea h hypothesis
0:90

(a) Original
Image

(b) 1 feature
hypothesis

P1

= 0:22; P2 = 0:97; P3 =

( ) 2 feature
hypothesis

Figure 9: Estimation result for ea h hypothesis
0:97
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P1

(d) 3 feature
hypothesis

(d) 3 feature
hypothesis

= 0:70; P2 = 0:90; P3 =

(a) Original Image

(b) 1 feature hypothesis

( ) 2 feature hypothesis

(d) 3 feature hypothesis

(e) best tted hypothesis

Figure 10: Hypothesis testing in a real retinal image for N = 64 blo k sizes
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(a) Original Image

(b) 1 feature hypothesis

( ) 2 features hypothesis

(d) 3 features hypothesis

(e) best tted hypothesis

Figure 11: Hypothesis testing in a real retinal image for N = 32 blo k sizes
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(a) Original Image

(b) 1 feature hypothesis

( ) 2 features hypothesis

(d) 3 features hypothesis

(e) best tted hypothesis

Figure 12: Hypothesis testing in a real retinal image for N = 16 blo k sizes
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(a) Original Image

(b) Label the bran h
point for N = 64 blo k
sizes

( ) Label the bran h point
for N = 32 blo k sizes

(d) Bran h point dete t
through the di erent s ale

Figure 13: Label the bran h point in di erent s ale of an syntheti image
(the size of the ir les re e t the dete tion s ales)
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(b) Label the bran h point for N = 64
blo k sizes

(a) Original Image

( ) Label the bran h point for
blo k sizes

N = 32

(d) Bran h point dete t through the
di erent s ale

Figure 14: Label the bran h point in di erent s ale of retina image (the size
of the ir les re e t the dete tion s ales)
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